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Small Craft – Pre Purchase Condition & Valuation Survey
2006 Regal 4660 Commodore - SERF2598H091 - Story Teller - License Number 25E15103
Conducted by Stephen Scott, Marine Surveyor – Without Prejudice
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Photographs shown in this survey were taken on the date(s) of the survey unless stated otherwise

In accepting this report or certificate, it is agreed that the extent of the obligation of Q. C. Marine Surveyors with respect thereto is limited to furnishing a
surveyor believed to be competent and in the making of this report or certificate the surveyor is acting on behalf of the person requesting the same and no
liability shall attach to this company for the accuracy thereof. This report is issued without prejudice and is subject to the condition of the vessel being
ascertained from a general examination on dry dock or afloat without making removals or opening up to expose parts ordinarily concealed, testing for
tightness or trying out machinery. This report is not to be used and is not intended for use in connection with the issuance, purchase, sale or pledge of any
security or securities or in connection with the purchase, sale, mortgage, pledge, letting, hiring, or charter of the subject vessel and if so used, this report
shall be null and void and of no effect and shall not be binding on anyone.

APPRAISAL SCOPE & GENERAL INFORMATION
SCOPE OF APPRAISAL
Report file no:
Inspection date(s):
Date report written::
Type of survey:
Conducted by:
Qualifications of Surveyor:
Appraisal requested by:
Vessel appraised at:
Weather conditions:
Sea trial:
Moisture Testing:

Percussion Testing:

Destructive Testing:
Grandfathering of Standards:

APPRAISAL REQUESTED BY
Client name:
Street address:
City/State/Zip:
Business phone:
Cellular phone:
Residence phone:

312-052219
May 22, 2019 – Both In and Out of the Water while in the Travel Lift and on blocks
May 22, 2019
Small Craft – Pre-purchase Condition and Valuation Survey
Stephen Scott
40 years of experience in boat building, rebuilding, repairs, deliveries and surveys
Mr. Paulo Nunes, (attended)
In and Out of Water – Toronto Outer Harbour Marina, Toronto, ON
May 22, 2019 – 11:00 Hours, 9C, Sunny, No Precipitation, turning to light rain after decks
had been inspected.
A short Sea Trial was conducted by the Current Owner with the Broker, Purchaser and
myself in attendance.
Moisture Checks are made with a Rayplex Dolphin Moisture Meter. This device can report
moisture in laminates up to 1 inch deep. The device can be calibrated, and is calibrated on a
regular basis. It has a scale range from 0% to 30%. Note that for Fiberglass, 10% or less is
considered normal, particularly in older vessels. 11% to 25% is considered Moist and
above 25% is considered Wet. Moisture checks are done randomly over the bottom,
topsides and Deck of the vessel. Some types of Bottom Paint and condensation on the
underside of an area can lead to false readings.
A Percussion Sounding Hammer is used in a random pattern over the Bottom, Topsides
and Deck and in conjunction with the moisture meter, this process can detect Builder
Voids, Delamination and various stages of water damage.
No Paint removal, Drilling, Cutting or any type of destructive testing is done as this does
not fall within the scope of the Survey.
For Existing Pleasure Craft, TP 1332E (04/2010) Canada Transport Construction Standards
for Small Vessels States: “Existing pleasure craft that were constructed according to an
earlier version of this Standard are not required by the Regulations to comply with the
current construction requirements of the Small Vessel Regulations, but are encouraged to
do so insofar as it is reasonable and practicable”.
Mr. Paulo Nunes
53 Amberjack Blvd.
Scarborough, ON N1H 2J3
416-896-5088
-

APPRAISAL TERMS USED
The following appraisal terms are used to describe the vessel or vessel components in this report:
 EXCELLENT CONDITION: New or like new.
 GOOD CONDITION: Shows minimal wear with possible minor cosmetic discrepancies.
 FAIR CONDITION: Indicates that the system, component or item appears functional as is with minor repairs.
 POOR CONDITION: Requires repair or replacement of system, component or item to be considered fully usable.
 SUGGESTIONS: Presented in the interest of common sense.
VESSEL INFORMATION
Vessel Year/Make/Model:
Vessel name:
Hailing port:

2006 Regal 4460 Commodore
Story Teller
Registration Documented as “Toronto” but Not marked on Transom, see recommendation
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Hull ID number:

RGMKD354G607

License Number:
Registered Number:
Registered Owner:
Manufacturer/Builder:
Month/Year built:
Length on Deck (LOD):
Length overall (LOA):
Beam:
Draft:
Displacement:
Ballast:
Fuel Capacity:
Type:
Description:

None Sighted
831984
Mr. Earl Brousseau, (Pending transfer to Mr. Paulo Nunes on purchase)
Regal Marine Industries Inc.
July 2006 for the 1997 Model year
44’ 7”
Approximately 48’ with molded swim platform and anchoring bow sprit
14’
31” Dry and Unloaded
22,000 Pounds Dry and Unloaded
None
Approximately 328 US Gallons, in two tanks
Mono Hull Sport Cruiser with twin Inboard Volvo Diesel Engines with Volvo IPS Drives.
Regal Marine Industries Inc. is ISO 9001:2000 certified. The Regal OceanTrac hulls have
been tested, measured and independently documented in every category from speed to fuel
efficiency and she performs at the highest levels in almost every class and category.
This boat has a fine bow entry with three strakes above her wide down-turned chines. These
combine in operation to force spray down and away from the hull, ensuring a soft and dry
ride. This eliminates the need for an excessive flare in the bow to achieve a dry ride, which
can reduce interior volume. The big down-turned chines also deliver a soft ride, because
when the boat is underway, air becomes trapped between the outer edges of the chines and
the keel. The hull literally rides on a cushion of air. The state of the art Volvo IPS Drive
system brings a new level of control to maneuvering in close quarters that has to be
experienced to be believed. The wide-open and well-lit main saloon of the 4460 is finished
in handcrafted cherry wood cabinetry and provide ample storage throughout. The vessel’s
Hull was constructed with hand laid glass and stiffening systems. The decking and cockpit
flooring was also hand laid glass with Balsa and Plywood.
Recommendation # 1 – Fair Condition – Registration - Documentation and Markings – It is
recommended that the Hailing Port “Toronto” is marked on the Transom as required.
The Drawings of the Deck and Interior Layouts below are from stock.

Recommendations:
General Layout:
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SEA TRIAL
SEA TRIAL
Observations:

Recommendations:

A short 30 minute Sea Trial took place while waiting for the time slot for the haul out. Mr.
Earl Brousseau, the Owner drove the vessel at all times. In attendance were Mr. Paulo
Nunes, Purchaser, Mr. Andre Ganton, Broker and Myself, all as observers. At the dock the
engines started easily and ran smoothly at idle with no indications of smoke, undue
hesitation or vibration. At Idle the Temperatures were 155 degrees and they rose to about
180 degrees under load. All panel gauges were operational and appeared normal. The
departure was smooth and easy with control by the IPS Joystick. Note that this vessel was
fitted with the early version of this Joystick without the Dynamic Positioning System DPS
feature. It should also be noted that in order to remove or install the fenders, one has to
climb out of the cockpit which, by design, lacked adequate hand holds until one passes the
half way position. This scenario was experienced again on the way back to the Harbour
only there was a small rolling sea at that point. The vessel was out of gear, and without the
Geographic Hold System Option, the vessel took the position of broadside to the small seas
as dictated by the light wind. Rocking became pronounced and transit along the side deck
to deploy the fenders became much more difficult in this situation, and those were only
very small waves. There are solutions available that can negate the need for trips to the fore
deck in a seaway for fenders or to remove the chain lock for anchoring. Of course one can
also access the deck through the forward hatch above the V-berth in rougher conditions. I
would not recommend a trip to the fore deck while the engines are in gear. The IPS Drive
System performed very well and was able to control movement in any direction including
sideways. This vessel was fitted with the early version IPS Joystick that has buttons and
indicator lights to select and indicate its status. These lights seemed to be about the size of
pin heads and almost impossible to be seen with the sun shining into the cockpit and the
buttons on it were not labeled. The newer version is much more legible and far better lit.
Operating the IPS Joystick requires a very gentle and knowledgeable touch and a great deal
of practice to nail it correctly. The steering wheel becomes locked while the Joystick is
engaged and moving the wheel may damage the system. The engines idled at 600 RPM at
the dock and that is also the RPM for low speed maneuvering. The vessel idled at about 6
knots with both engines and about half that with the Stbd engine only but this of course
defeats the ability to maneuver and should only be used in a fairway. At cruise the RPM
was 2,800 RPM a speed of 21.9 knots was displayed on the GPS Chart plotter. All
instrumentation was within norms throughout the sea trial. There was good visibility from
the helm in all directions except aft due to the fact that cockpit cover had no windows
across the back of the vessel and it was not equipped with an aft looking camera system. It
should be noted that the vessel was normally moored starboard to, and at dock height along
the Stbd side of the vessel were several indications of past dock contact that would likely
buff out. The ability to find a safer and easier way to deploy and retrieve Fenders is key to
a far safer boating experience and there are automatic deployment systems available.
Steering with the Wheel appeared slightly heavy at cruise speed and the Owner was noted
to comment to that effect. Steering in close quarters however, was effortless with the IPS-A
System.
See: https://www.automaticfender.com/
Suggestion # 1 – Consider upgrading the IPS Joystick to the latest Geographic Hold
version as it not only maintains position but directional orientation as well. The indicator
lights and buttons are far superior to the existing system.
Suggestion # 2 – Consider installing an Automatic Fender deployment and retrieval
system. See: https://www.automaticfender.com/
Recommendation # 2 – Fair Condition – Visibility Astern Compromised – Consider
installing windows in the aft section of the Black Sunbrella cockpit enclosure, these
windows could have removable sun or blackout shades if desired for privacy.
Suggestion # 3 – Consider a Raymarine CAM50 or CAM100 camera system to monitor the
aft view for overtaking vessels, backing into a slip, the engine room and/or the kid’s room.
These cameras are both compatible with the E120 Chart plotter at the helm.
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HULL & BOTTOM INSPECTION
HULL EXTERIOR
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:

Recommendations:

Good Condition
None sighted
Above the Water line, the hull appeared smooth and fair with no major prior damage. The
Hull and transom gelcoat was original and showed better than commensurate with age
except for some fender scrub markings that should buff out. The sounding hammer gave
good reports wherever tested on Hull both above and below the waterline. No osmosis was
detected on the bottom and the exterior of all thru hull fittings and transducers appeared
well bedded with no indications of movement. The bottom was coated with a hard black
antifouling paint with some areas on layering. There was no evidence of grounding and no
damage to the running gear.
None

HULL INTERIOR & STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
Good Condition
Condition summary:
None sighted
Damage sighted:
Hull to deck joint, where visible, appeared in good condition with no signs of movement or
Findings:
leaking where sighted. All components of the internal pan and furniture systems appeared
in good condition with no indications of movement or delamination where able to be
sighted. The Engine Room bilge areas and engine mounts appeared in good condition
where able to be sighted. Hatches and windows gave no indication of leaking. Tabbing
where sighted was in good condition.
None
Recommendations:

UNDERWATER MACHINERY
PROPELLER(s), SHAFT(s), SRUT(s), CUTLASS(s), ANODE(s), RUDDER(s) & TILLER(s) or Steering Wheel(s)
Good Condition
Condition summary:
None
Damage sighted:
The vessel was equipped with twin Volvo IPS-A drives, each with Forward facing Nybral
Findings:
dual counter rotating Props. The vessel had two steering systems, the wheel and the IPS
Joystick. Both appeared to function well on the Sea Trial. All visible components or both
drives including the twin counter rotation props on each drive appeared in good condition
except the anode system as follows: There is an anode within the exhaust port on the aft
end of each of each drive. These anodes were both flourishing with active electrolysis.
These anodes should both be replaced at the next haul out but no later than the Fall of
2019. The Part number for these Anode Kits should be 3593981 and includes both the
anode and the Hex socket screw. Two Kits will be needed, one for each drive. A Mechanic
should double check the part numbers prior to ordering. The drive systems are made of a
Nickle, Bronze Aluminum Alloy. As the vessel was also equipped with 3 plate anodes
mounted on spacers on the transom and that those anodes did not display any active
electrolysis, a Mechanic should also check the wiring and bonding system of the vessel and
particularly the engine and drive system to be certain it is to proper spec and that all the
bonding components within the engine and drive system’s myriad of moving parts within
these drives are intact and in good working order. If there is a break in the bonding
system’s chain of parts, Electrolysis damage to the drives can be a very expensive
possibility.
Recommendation # 3 – Fair Condition – IPS-A Drives – Anodes – It is recommended that
Recommendations:
the IPS-A Drive Anodes be replaced at the next haul out providing that it is no later than
the fall of 2019. The Part number for the Anode Kit should be 3593981 and it includes the
anode and a Hex socket screw. Two Kits will be needed, one for each drive. Have the
Mechanic double check the part numbers prior to ordering. As the vessel was also equipped
with 3 plate anodes mounted on spacers on the transom that did not display any active
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electrolysis, it is also recommended that a Mechanic check the wiring and bonding system
of the vessel, transmissions and drive systems and that it be tested to fall within spec.
TOP DECK & SUPERSTRUCTURE
MAIN DECK, COCKPIT & DECK FITTINGS
Good Condition
Condition summary:
None
Damage sighted:
All Railings, Cleats, Grab Rails, Pulpits and other deck mounted components were well
Findings:
fastened with no indications of movement or stress cracking. The stern swim/rescue ladder
was in good operating condition. Note that 5 to 10 minutes in very cold will incapacitate a
person and will eventually kill.
Suggestion # 4 – See the video: Cold Water Boot Camp. Cold Water can incapacitate and
Recommendations:
kill a person. It is important to Practice deploying the ladder on the swim platform and be
able to do that quickly. Lake Ontario is a very cold and unforgiving lake.
MAST, SPARS & ARCH SYSTEM(S):
Good to Fair Condition
Condition summary:
Water intrusion to the hardtop arch and its supports.
Damage sighted:
There were no spars but there was a hardtop arch that covered the entire cockpit. The upper
Findings:
side of this arch is where the Radar and Antennae are located along with two exterior loud
speakers. Water was observed leaking out of the light fixtures on the underside of this
hardtop. Percussion sounding gave good results over the underside of this hard top and its
arch supports at this time but the moisture meter read off the scale wherever it was used
including the Port and Stbd side arch supports. The scale of the meter is 0-30. It is
important to resolve this water intrusion problem prior to the freezing temperatures this fall
in order to avoid risk of damage to the Structure.
Recommendation # 4 – Fair Condition – Hard Top and Arch Supports – Water Intrusion –
Recommendations:
It is recommended that all of the equipment including the hand rails mounted to the top of
the Hard Top and Arch be removed, and that all mounting holes be drilled out over size,
filled with thickened epoxy and allowed to kick off. Then new holes of the proper size and
spacing should be drilled to remount all of the equipment. All of the mounts should be
sealed with Sika Flex 291 Fast Cure during the remounting process. It is important to
resolve this issue prior to any freezing temperatures so as to prevent possible serious
structural damage to the structure.
WINCHES, HYDRAULICS, WINDLASS AND RIG TUNING EQUIPMENT:
Good Condition
Condition summary:
None
Damage sighted:
None
Findings:
There was a Lewmar VX1 Vertical Windlass with Gypsy and Capstan. There was a 20KG
Anchoring Equipment:
Bruce Style anchor attached to a swivel and an all chain rode. The chain was fitted with a
manual clip on style chain stopper. The rode was not equipped with markings so as to
determine the length of rode deployed. The Bitter End was not able to be sighted to
determine if it was fixed to the vessel to prevent the loss of the system.
None Sighted
Hydraulic Control(s)
None
Rig Tuning Equipment:
Recommendation # 5 – Fair Condition - Anchoring System – Rode Markings & Bitter End
Recommendations:
– It is recommended that the rode be marked incrementally so as to determine the length of
scope deployed and that the bitter end be affixed to the vessel to prevent the loss of the
system. Alternately, a chain counter can be installed.
HELM & NAVIGATION ELECTRONICS
NAVIGATION ELECTRONICS

*** Indicates that an Item has a recommendation at the end of this section:
VHF radio(s):

*** There was an older model Ray215E DSC VHF Radio with a simple one button hand
held wired remote. A search of the MMSI Database revealed that there has been no MMSI
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Hailer(s):
Autopilot(s):
Compass(s):
Engine Sync:
Depth sounder(s):
Speed:
Wind:
GPS:
Radar:
Thruster Control(s):

Engine Monitoring System(s):

Search Light(s):
Chart plotter(s):

Horn:
Back Vision Camera System(s)
Tank Tender:
Rudder Angle:
Clock, Barometer:
Running Lights:
Gas Vapor Detector(s):
Emergency Locator System(s):

Findings:
Recommendations:

Number issued to the Vessel “Story Teller” or to the Registered Owner of this vessel, Mr.
Earl Brousseau. The MMSI Number will need to be applied for, registered and programed
into the Radio in order to use the emergency DCS (Digital Selective Calling) System. See:
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt-gst.nsf/eng/sf01032.html Consideration should be
given to upgrading to a more modern DSC VHF that offers AIS Class A Transponder
where data can send to the Chart plotter so traffic can be seen there. Most of new radios
also offer a Fog Horn and loud hailer function. It was said that the vessel’s fog horn was
not functioning and the Owner had been using compressed air portable units.
None Sighted, Some newer VHF Radios offer the Hailer as a feature.
Raymarine ST6002
4” Danforth Global Balance Compass at helm
On the standard Sea Ray Helm station
Raymarine ST60+
On the Chart Plotter
None Sighted
As a component of the chart plotter
48” open array on Hard Top Arch sending to Raymarine E120 Plotter at Helm
*** There was a QL Model 41100812 Bow Thruster, with a QL Thruster remote at Helm.
There was no Hot Boot Protection to the 12V connections at the Thruster. This hot boot
protection should be installed to prevent shorting from accidental touch. This is a high Amp
Device.
Volvo Penta Engine Monitoring System.
Standard Volvo Penta Gauges on dash.
Volvo Penta EVC Control Panel at Helm
No engine room or Reverse Camera system was sighted.
On the bow, remotely controlled from the helm
*** Raymarine E120 Chart Plotter fitted with a Navionics Map Chip dated December 2004
for the East Great Lakes. The chip should be updated and the Navionics Sonar Chart
feature added.
*** Portable unit only. The stock Vessel air horn is not working. See Horn and Loud Hailer
recommendations under VHF Radio.
None Sighted
There was a Level Monitor system in the cabin for the Waste and Fresh Water.
None Sighted
None Sighted
Bow Lights, Stern light and Steaming Light as required
None Sighted
*** SeaKey System (similar to the OnStar system in an automobile) SeaKey has not been
seen at the boat shows in many years and may longer be in business. Certainly the contact
data would need to be changed with a change of vessel ownership. The new Owner should
attempt to contact them prior to relying on this system. If they are no longer in operation
the system on the vessel should be remove or blanked over so as not to be relied on. DSC
and AIS are far better options but the vessel was not equipped with either of those
functions. See VHF Radio.
Electronics and Instrumentation were observed to be functioning on the Sea Trial.
Recommendation # 6 - Fair Condition – VHF Radio – A search of the MMSI Database
revealed that there has been no MMSI Number issued to the Vessel “Story Teller” or to the
Registered Owner of this vessel, Mr. Earl Brousseau. It is recommended that an MMSI
Number be applied for, registered and programed into the Radio in order to use the
emergency DCS Digital Selective Calling System.
See: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt-gst.nsf/eng/sf01032.html
Consideration should be given to upgrading to a more modern DSC VHF that offers AIS
Class A Transponder where data can be sent to the Chart plotter so traffic can be seen there.
Most of new radios also offer a Fog Horn and loud hailer function. It was said that the
vessel’s fog horn was not functioning and the Owner had been using portable units.
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Recommendation # 7 - Fair Condition – Chart Plotter – Consider upgrading the Navionics
Map Chip in the Chart Plotter to more recent map data and adding the Navionics Sonar
Detail Option.
ENGINE INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
Operational and Clean. A detailed Engine and Transmission inspection with fluid sampling
Main Engine status:
and analysis and with full written reports is a job for a Marine Engine Mechanic and is not
within the scope of this Survey.
Dual lever Throttle and Shift controls at Helm and IPS-A Joystick Control System.
Throttle and shift control(s):
Electro Hydraulic Trim Tabs Port and Stbd on Transom with Controls at the Helm.
Trim Tabs:
12v
System Voltage:
Hour meters reported 606.6 Hours for the Port engine, 608.5 Hours for the Stbd Engine.
Hour Meter(s):
Diesel
Fuel:
On Engine Panel at the helm
Fuel Gauge(s):
Good apparent Condition with no smell of fuel anywhere on the vessel
Condition summary:
None Sighted
Damage sighted:
Bilge Blowers were operational and hosing and hose routing was good
Findings:
None
Recommendations:
GENERATOR INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
Controls located on the electrical panel. Operational. A detailed engine inspection with
Generator Engine status:
fluid sampling and analysis and with full written reports is a job for a Marine Engine
Mechanic and is not within the scope of this Survey.
12V
System Voltage:
The Generator Hour meter was not sighted
Hour Meter(s):
Diesel. There was no smell of fuel anywhere on the vessel
Fuel:
None Sighted
Fuel Gauge(s):
Good Condition
Condition summary:
None, where able to be sighted
Damage sighted:
The Generator was observed in operation within its sound deadening box. It started easily
Findings:
without smoke, hesitation or vibration.
None
Recommendations:
OTHER ELECTRONICS AND CONTROLS
At the Helm and In the cabin
12 volt outlet:
VHF Antenna, TV Antenna and GPS Antenna on the Hard Top
Antenna(s):
On Panel
Bilge pump switches:
Build in Unit
Vacuum System(s):
Forward: Marine Air Model 205-311725, s/n 61462612, under V-berth
Heater(s) Air Conditioner(s):
Aft: Marine Air outboard of the aft cabin berth behind paneling, The a/c Unit could not be
sighted without removals which is not within the scope of this inspection.
None Sighted (See Propane Section in this Report)
Propane Detection System:
There was a Sharp DVD-M1-X1 Flat Panel Home Theatre System, two Sharp LCDTV’s,
Entertainment System(s):
and an LG TV. Speakers were located inside, outside and about the vessel. The Forward
Master Cabin had its own separate NESA DVD-8000 system. A disk style TV antenna was
located on the Arch. There was a Cable inlet and network to deliver cable to the various TV
Systems. There was also a Sirius SIR-KEN-1 Satellite Radio Tuner, a Sirius SXV300
Vehicle Tuner, a Cisco Router and a JL Audio XD-4004/4 Amplifier.
There was a Italian made Splendide 2000S combination washing machine and dryer system
Washer and Dryer:
None Sighted
UPS Backup:
None
Comments:
Good Condition
Condition summary:
None sighted
Damage sighted:
No Testing was done
Findings:
See LPG (Propane) Tank Section of this Report
Recommendations:
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CABIN INTERIOR APPOINTMENTS
General:
Condition summary:

Recommendations:

Good Condition, clean and well maintained. The Interior Cherry Wood Cabinetry was in
very good condition but 1 or 2 of the flush style ‘push to release’ buttons did seem to close
properly. The Upholstery and carpeting was in Good Condition. There was no indications
of leaking or staining at the Hull Deck Joint where sighted or at any of the Hatches and
Windows. There are two separate heads, both with Vacuflush systems. The forward head
has a walk in shower stall.
None

THRU HULL FITTINGS:
Type:
Condition summary:

Damage sighted:
Recommendations:

Bronze ball valves
Good Condition where sighted. All thru hull fittings were equipped with functioning Bronze
ball valves and good hosing. Double stainless hose clamps were observed at connections
where ever they or their connection points were below a line 9 inches above the vessel water
line where sighted. ABYC calls for all thru hull fittings to be exercised monthly to be sure
they will function when needed in an emergency. The Thru Hull Valves on this vessel are
located in the Engine Bay and were all reachable with effort and were tested as being
operational. They should all be operated once a month so as to be sure they will be able to be
operated in an emergency.
None
Recommendation # 8 - Fair Condition – Thru Hull Fittings – All Thru Hull Ball Valves
should be exercised once each month to better the chance they will be operable in an
emergency situation.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
D.C. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
D.C. Voltage system:
Number and type of batteries:

Charging system(s):
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:
Recommendations:
A.C. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
A.C. Electrical System:
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:

12Volt System
There was a large Group 8D House Battery in the Engine room, in a dedicated battery box
with a lid and well secured against movement in a seaway. There were also two Group 31A
Engine Batteries in the engine room that were in shallow drip tray and well secured against
movement and fitted with Hot Boot Protection. They were wired the manufacturers custom
DC Distribution Panel in the Engine Room that was equipped with 3 Rotary ON-OFF
Switches. There was a main DC Panel in the cabin with Battery Volt and Amp Condition
meters and 18 suitably sized breakers to distribute the DC power about the Vessel. There
was a ProMariner ProSafe Galvanic Isolator Monitor System in the Main Cabin.
#1 – Engine driven Alternators
#2 – Charles 60 Amp Marine Battery Charger Model 93-1260582, s/n A06230057
Good Condition
None
None
None
120V
Good to Fair Condition
None
There were two 30 Amp 120V marine shore power connectors (Shore 1 and Shore 2). They
were each fitted with Model CM-4 Glendinning Cablemaster systems, (s/n 412G01139M
and the other s/n was unable to be read). They were each wired two master 30 Amp
breakers, each with reverse polarity indication on the Manufacturers Custom 120V Panel in
the main cabin. This AC Panel contained a Master Lock Out Slider Switch for each shore
power source to limit the Shore 1 side to Shore 1 or Generator, and the Shore 2 side to
Shore 2 or transfer (to receive power from the Shore 1 side) but not both in each case.
Neither of the existing Shore power connections or the Generator output were ELCI
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Recommendations:

protected. The Current Canadian Standard TP1332 states that Vessel Owners are expected
to maintain their vessels in light of evolving safety standards wherever reasonable. AC
Safety Standards have evolved over the years and Currently they call for ELCI Style
Breakers to be installed on every 120V AC Power Source. These ELCI Breakers
continually monitor the Amperage in the Hot and Neutral wires where they should equal
Zero. If it senses anything other than Zero, it cuts the Power off so that difference cannot
leak in to the water the vessel in floating in. As little as 30 Mille Amps can kill person in
the water.
Recommendation # 9 - Fair Condition – AC Electrical System – The Current Canadian
Standard TP1332 states that Vessel Owners are expected to maintain their vessels in light
of evolving safety standards wherever reasonable and practicable. It is recommended that
ELCI Breakers be installed on the Shore 1 and 2 Sources and the Generator Output Source
so that the vessel will meet current Safety Standards. It is also recommended that all AC
Outlets on the vessel be GFCI Protected. See the ELCI Film on Electric Shock Drowning:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7-s_mdEPb0&list=PLtx9UydeKxXIpPH7AGd_P-1ziwUy7d67n

PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAIN ENGINE(s) & TRANSMISSION(s)
Twin, Inboard Turbo Diesel, Fuel Injected, In Line 6 Cylinder, 5.5 Liter, 370 HP, Fresh
No./Type/Cylinders:
Water Cooled Engines driving Twin Forward facing Nybral counter rotating Props.
Volvo Penta, Family 6VPXM05.5DAC, Model D6-370 KA
Make / Model:
Engine Port s/n 2006009541
Engine Stbd s/n 2006009542
Serial no(s):
IPS-A Port s/n 3194001603
IPS-A Stbd s/n 3194001604
Good Visual Condition. A full engine inspection with fluid sampling and full written
Condition summary:
reports is a job for a Diesel Engine Mechanic and not within the scope of this Survey.
None. Note that the 52103TUL Parker Racor Fuel Filters were last changed in July 2016.
Damage sighted:
Bilge Blowers were operational and hosing and hose routing was good. Fuel system used
Findings:
Type ‘A’ Fuel Rated hosing with no smell of fuel anywhere on the vessel. The engines were
equipped with an Oil X-Change-R System, model 946D. The Installation and Operation
Manual is at: http://www.x-change-r.com/changers/documents/Manual946D946DT.pdf
Suggestion # 5 – Many Manuals were sighted aboard. A full set of Manuals for Machinery,
Recommendations:
Plumbing, Wiring and Electronics and all other Equipment onboard should be assembled
into a Manuals Library and carried aboard at all times. Most can be found online in pdf
format. If not already in place, A separate Maintenance Log Book could be created and
used to record all Fueling, Oiling, Battery Watering, and replacements of all serviceable
and annually replaceable items. An Operations Log Book could also be created and
maintained with a record of all trips and voyages, including the spectacular, the enjoyable,
the mundane and the terrifying experiences of the Vessel and those aboard.
GENERATOR(s)
One Diesel, Fresh Water Cooled, 4 Cylinder Generator
No./Type/Cylinders:
Kohler, Model 9EOZD, 8.5KW, 70.8 Amp, 60 HZ, 1,800 RPM
Make / Model:
s/n 2096777
Serial no(s):
None Sighted
Hour Meter(s):
Good Condition
Condition summary:
Fuel system used Type ‘A’ Fuel Rated hosing with no smell of fuel anywhere on the
Findings:
vessel. The Generator was observed to start easily, run smoothly and no smoke was
observed at the exhaust.
None
Damage sighted:
None
Recommendations:
STEERING SYSTEM
STEERING SYSTEM
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:
Recommendations:

Good Condition
None sighted
Hydraulic Wheel Steering and IPS-A Drive Joystick
None
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TANKAGE
FUEL TANK(S)
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:

Recommendations:

Good Condition
None sighted
There were two tanks, Approximately 162 US Gallons Each and made of Painted Steel.
They were Vented and Grounded. They were mounted forward and outboard of each
engine. Type ‘A’ Fuel Rated Hosing was used. The Fuel tanks were well secured.
None

FRESH WATER TANK(S)
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:
Recommendations:

Good Condition
None
Approximately 101 US Gallons
-

HOLDING TANK(S) - BLACK WATER
Good Condition
Condition summary:
None sighted
Damage sighted:
Approximately 48 US Gallons
Findings:
None
Recommendations:
WATER HEATER(S)
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:
Recommendations:
LPG (PROPANE) TANK(S)
Condition summary:
Damage sighted:
Findings:

Recommendations:

Good Condition
None
Approximately 11 Gallon Engine and 120V heated water, Dockside water Inlet.
None

Good Condition
None
The cooking Stove was electric. There were no Propane fueled devices sighted aboard. If
Propane is ever brought aboard such as for a Bar-b-Que, The Propane tanks must be stored
in an overboard venting locker and the vessel will need to be equipped with a Propane
detection system (such as the Trident Marine Gas Control and Detection System, at this
Link https://tridentmarine.com/product/12-vdc-marine-gas-control-detection-systems/#.XKZqjZhKhhE that
is capable of Automatic Cut off at the tank in the event of a leak below decks in detected.
Propane is heavier than air and can collect in low areas of the vessel and can explode and
causing serious injury or death.
Recommendation # 10 – Propane System – No Automatic Propane gas detection system –
If Propane is ever brought aboard the vessel, It is recommended that a Propane Gas Control
and Detection system be installed that will automatically shut off the supply of Propane in
the event of a leak. Propane is a heavier than air gas that can explode causing injury or
death.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Canada Transport Required Safety Equipment
Fair Condition
Condition summary:
None sighted
Damage sighted:
Some Safety equipment was sighted aboard, however, the best time to inventory this date
Findings:
sensitive equipment is at the time of commissioning each year.
Recommendation # 11 - Fair Condition - Canada Transport Safety Equipment – While
Recommendations:
Some Safety Equipment was sighted aboard, the best time to inventory this equipment is
when the vessel is re-commissioned each season. Ensure this equipment inventory meets
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the requirements of Transport Canada TP511E, Boating Safety Guide for vessels 12M to
24M.

FIRE FIGHTING and BILGE PUMPING EQUIPMENT
Fair Condition
Condition summary:
None
Damage sighted:
The vessel was equipped with two electric bilge pumps that were activated by float
Findings:
switches. There were several fire extinguishers sighted aboard and they showed to be
charged. There was a Fireboy Clean Agent Fire Suppression System in the engine room
with an indicator and discharge mechanism at the Helm. Model CG20400227-B, s/n
AB000011212. The system contains 17.3 Lbs. of HFC227 and was manufactured on July
23, 2015. It is intended to have a gross weight of 30.4 Lbs. and is intended to protect a
compartment of no more than 400 cubic feet. There was no inspection Tag on the Unit to
record the Weights on every 6 Months as required.
A manual for this system can be found at the following Link:
https://www.fireboy-xintex.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/18014-REV-F.pdf

Recommendations:

Note that this system requires regular ‘hands on’ inspections as follows (from the Link to
the manual, See link above): 1. Inspect the pressure gauge and the system daily. 2.
Compare actuator to illustration (in the manual) to determine if the extinguisher is ready or
discharged. 3. Remove and weigh the complete unit (less brackets) on a certified scale
every six (6) months and record on tag provided. 4. Remove fire extinguisher from service
immediately for repair or replacement if weight is below what is stated on unit’s
nameplate. There was no inspection tag attached to the Fireboy bottle in the engine
compartment to record the 6 month inspections and weight readings as mandated.
Recommendation # 12 - Fair Condition – Fire Fighting and Bilge Pumping Equipment – –
Ensure that Fire Fighting equipment inventory meets Canada Transport TP511E, Boating
Safety Guide for vessels 12M to 24M. NFPA 302 suggests that all portable fire
extinguishers be voluntarily inspected and tagged annually by an authorized Fire
Extinguisher Inspector. The engine compartment was protected by a Sea-Fire model
G350A Automatic Halon 1301 Fire Suppression System Rated for 500 Cubic Feet. This is
an automatic system with a remote indicator light at the helm to show the system is ready.
A manual for this type of Halon system can be found at: https://absupply.net/pdf/FireboyExtinguishing-Systems-CG2-MA2-227-241.pdf
Note that this system requires regular ‘hands on’ inspections as follows (from the Link to
the manual, See link above): 1. Inspect the pressure gauge and the system daily. 2.
Compare actuator to illustration (in the manual) to determine if the extinguisher is ready or
discharged. 3. Remove and weigh the complete unit (less brackets) on a certified scale
every six (6) months and record on tag provided. 4. Remove fire extinguisher from service
immediately for repair or replacement if weight is below what is stated on unit’s
nameplate. There was no inspection tag attached to the Fireboy bottle in the engine
compartment to record the 6 month inspections and weight readings as mandated.
Adequate Bilge Pumping equipment was sighted aboard.

SMOKE & CO DETECTION SYSTEMS:
Fair Condition
Condition summary:
None Sighted
Damage sighted:
There were two Fireboy Carbon Monoxide Alarms but there was no Smoke detector
Findings:
sighted. Note that both Smoke Alarms and Carbon Monoxide Alarms can deliver false
alarms caused by a number of sources. Nonetheless they are mandatory in an increasing
number of US States and recommenced by the National Fire Prevention Association in
their Marine Standard NFPA 302.
Recommendation # 13 - Fair Condition – Smoke and CO Alarms – It is recommended that
Recommendations:
Smoke Detectors be installed.
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SUMMARY OF REQUIRED SAFETY EQUIPMENT AS PER CANADA TRANSPORT 511E:
For Vessel’s measuring 12M to 24M (39'4" to 78'9")

1. One (1) lifejacket or PFD for each person on board
2. One (1) buoyant heaving line at least 15 m (49’3”) long
3. One (1) lifebuoy equipped with a self-igniting light or attached to a buoyant line at least 15 m (49’3”) long
4. *One (1) re-boarding device
5. One (1) anchor and at least 50 m (164’1”) of cable, rope or chain in any combination
6. Bilge-pumping arrangements
7. One (1) watertight flashlight
8. Twelve (12) flares of Type A, B, C or D, not more than six (6) of which are of Type D (All must be dated within the last 4
Years)
9. One (1) sound signaling appliance Two (2) required if the boat is 20 m and over that meets the applicable standards set out in
the Collision Regulations
10. Navigation lights
11. One (1) magnetic compass that meets the requirements set out in the Navigation Safety Regulations
12. One (1) radar reflector (See Note 3)
13. Review all the fire extinguishers at all of the following locations:
–– at each access to any space where a fuel burning cooking, heating or refrigerating appliance is fitted;
–– at the entrance to any accommodation space; and
–– at the entrance to the machinery space.
14. One (1) axe
15. Two (2) buckets of at least 10 L each
* Only required if the vertical height that must be climbed to re-board the boat from the water is over 0.5 m (1’8”).
** Only required if the boat is operated after sunset, before sunrise or in periods of restricted visibility (fog, falling snow, etc.).
*** Not required if the boat is 8 m (26’3”) or less and operated within sight of navigation marks.
Note 1 — Exception for Bailers and Manual Bilge Pumps
A bailer or manual bilge pump is not required for a boat that cannot hold enough water to make it capsize or a boat that has
watertight compartments that are sealed and not readily accessible.
Note 2 — Exception for Flares
Flares are not required for a boat that:
•• is operating on a river, canal or lake in which it can never be more than one (1) nautical mile (1.852 km) from shore; or
•• has no sleeping quarters and is engaged in an official competition or in final preparation for an official competition.
Note 3 — Radar Reflectors
Radar reflectors are required for boats under 20 m (65’7”) and boats that are built of mostly non-metallic materials. A radar
reflector is not required if:
•• the boat operates in limited traffic conditions, daylight and favorable environmental conditions, and where having a radar
reflector is not essential to the boat’s safety; or
•• the small size of the boat or its operation away from radar navigation makes having a radar reflector impractical.
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VALUATION
Valuation Comments:

The Market Value is defined as the estimated highest price that can be obtained by a willing seller
from a willing buyer, with neither being compelled to sell or buy, at the time of the inspection
and the vessel having been offered on the open market for a reasonable time. The assigned
valuation assumes that components, systems or equipment, not accessible or proven during the
inspection, were in fact serviceable and/or operational. Discoveries made as a consequence of
recommended additional testing or inspection procedures may significantly lower this valuation.
The data contained in this Survey and the opinions and conclusions expressed by the Surveyor are
the Surveyors own personal, unbiased professional opinions and conclusions. The Surveyor has
no present or prospective interest in this vessel and no personal interest or bias with respect to the
parties involved. The Surveyors compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a
predetermined value or a direction in value that favors the cause of the Client, the amount of the
value estimate or the attainment of a specific result or the occurrence of a subsequent event.

Appraised condition:

Good Condition

Appraised Market Value: $335,000 CAD

Year
2008
2007
2008
2009
2008
2007
2006
2006

CAD
$455,531
$329,742
$349,240
$401,781
$307,718
$362,805
$241,740
$221,718
$333,784

USD
$339,000
$245,390
$259,900
$299,000
$229,000
$269,995
$179,900
$165,000

Current Listings
Location
Plano, TX
(Gasoline Shaft Drive Engines)
Greece
(Yanmar Shaft Drive Engines)
New Buffalo, MI (Yanmar Shaft Drive Engines)
Vian, OK
(Diesel Shaft Drive Engines)
Newburyport, MA (Volvo Penta IPS Drive Engines)
Holland, MI
(Volvo Penta IPS Drive Engines)
Mattituck, NY
(Volvo Shaft Drive Engines)
Deale, MD
(Unknown Shaft Drive Engines

Link to Listing
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link
Link

Average Value of all Listings in CAD.
USD has been converted to CAD at Current Rates.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS & SUGGESTIONS
Recommendation # 1 – Fair Condition – Registration - Documentation and Markings – It is recommended that the Hailing Port
“Toronto” is marked on the Transom as required and that the Registration be transferred be transferred to the new owner.
Recommendation # 2 – Fair Condition – Visibility Astern Compromised – Consider installing windows in the aft section of the
Black Sunbrella cockpit enclosure, these windows could have removable sun or blackout shades if desired for privacy.
Recommendation # 3 – Fair Condition – IPS-A Drives – Anodes – It is recommended that the IPS-A Drive Anodes be replaced
at the next haulout providing that it is no later than the fall of 2019. The Part number for the Anode Kit should be 3593981 and
it includes the anode and a Hex socket screw. Two Kits will be needed, one for each drive. Have the Mechanic double check the
part numbers prior to ordering. As the vessel was also equipped with 3 plate anodes mounted on spacers on the transom that did
not display any active electrolysis, it is also recommended that a Mechanic check the wiring and bonding system of the vessel,
transmissions and drive systems and that it be tested to fall within spec.
Recommendation # 4 – Fair Condition – Hard Top and Arch Supports – Water Intrusion – It is recommended that all of the
equipment including the hand rails mounted to the top of the Hard Top and Arch be removed, and that all mounting holes be
drilled out over size, filled with thickened epoxy and allowed to kick off. Then new holes of the proper size and spacing should
be drilled to remount all of the equipment. All of the mounts should be sealed with Sika Flex 291 Fast Cure during the
remounting process. It is important to resolve this issue prior to any freezing temperatures so as to prevent possible serious
structural damage to the structure.
Recommendation # 5 – Fair Condition - Anchoring System – Rode Markings & Bitter End – It is recommended that the rode be
marked incrementally so as to determine the length of scope deployed and that the bitter end be affixed to the vessel to prevent
the loss of the system. Alternately, a chain counter can be installed.
Recommendation # 6 - Fair Condition – VHF Radio – A search of the MMSI Database revealed that there has been no MMSI
Number issued to the Vessel “Story Teller” or to the Registered Owner of this vessel, Mr. Earl Brousseau. It is recommended
that an MMSI Number be applied for, registered and programed into the Radio in order to use the emergency DCS Digital
Selective Calling System.
See: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt-gst.nsf/eng/sf01032.html Consideration should be given to upgrading to a more modern DSC VHF
that offers AIS Class A transponder feature where data can be sent to the Chart plotter so traffic nan be seen there. Most of new
radios also offer a Fog Horn and loud hailer function. It was said that the vessel’s fog horn was not functioning and the Owner
had been using portable units.
Recommendation # 7 - Fair Condition – Chart Plotter – Consider upgrading the Navionics Map Chip in the Chart Plotter to
more recent map data and adding the Navionics Sonar Detail Option.
Recommendation # 8 - Fair Condition – Thru Hull Fittings – All Thru Hull Ball Valves should be exercised once each month to
better the chance they will be operable in an emergency situation.
Recommendation # 9 - Fair Condition – AC Electrical System – The Current Canadian Standard TP1332 states that Vessel
Owners are expected to maintain their vessels in light of evolving safety standards wherever reasonable and practicable. It is
recommended that ELCI Breakers be installed on the Shore 1 and 2 Sources and the Generator Output Source so that the vessel
will meet current Safety Standards. It is also recommended that all AC Outlets on the vessel be GFCI Protected. See the ELCI
Film on Electric Shock Drowning: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7-s_mdEPb0&list=PLtx9UydeKxXIpPH7AGd_P-1ziwUy7d67n
Recommendation # 10 – Propane System – No Automatic Propane gas detection system – If Propane is ever brought aboard the
vessel, it is recommended that a Propane Gas Control and Detection system be installed that will automatically shut off the
supply of Propane in the event of a leak. Propane is a heavier than air gas that can explode causing injury or death.
Recommendation # 11 - Fair Condition - Canada Transport Safety Equipment – While Some Safety Equipment was sighted
aboard, the best time to inventory this equipment is when the vessel is re-commissioned each season. Ensure this equipment
inventory meets the requirements of Transport Canada TP511E, Boating Safety Guide for vessels 12M to 24M.
Recommendation # 12 - Fair Condition – Fire Fighting and Bilge Pumping Equipment – – Ensure that Fire Fighting equipment
inventory meets Canada Transport TP511E, Boating Safety Guide for vessels 12M to 24M. NFPA 302 suggests that all portable
fire extinguishers be voluntarily inspected and tagged annually by an authorized Fire Extinguisher Inspector. The engine
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compartment was protected by a Sea-Fire model G350A Automatic Halon 1301 Fire Suppression System Rated for 500 Cubic
Feet. This is an automatic system with a remote indicator light at the helm to show the system is ready. A manual for this type
of Halon system can be found at: https://absupply.net/pdf/Fireboy-Extinguishing-Systems-CG2-MA2-227-241.pdf
Note that this system requires regular ‘hands on’ inspections as follows (from the Link to the manual, See link above): 1.
Inspect the pressure gauge and the system daily. 2. Compare actuator to illustration (in the manual) to determine if the
extinguisher is ready or discharged. 3. Remove and weigh the complete unit (less brackets) on a certified scale every six (6)
months and record on tag provided. 4. Remove fire extinguisher from service immediately for repair or replacement if weight is
below what is stated on unit’s nameplate. There was no inspection tag attached to the Fireboy bottle in the engine compartment
to record the 6 month inspections and weight readings as mandated. Adequate Bilge Pumping equipment was sighted aboard.
Recommendation # 13 - Fair Condition – Smoke and CO Alarms – It is recommended that Smoke Detectors be installed.

Suggestion # 1 – Consider upgrading the IPS Joystick to the latest Geographic Hold version as it not only maintains position but
directional orientation as well. The indicator lights and buttons are far superior to the existing system.
Suggestion # 2 – Consider installing an Automatic Fender deployment and retrieval system. See: https://www.automaticfender.com/
Suggestion # 3 – Consider a Raymarine CAM50 or CAM100 camera system to monitor the aft view for overtaking vessels,
backing into a slip, the engine room and/or the kid’s room. These cameras are both compatible with the E120 Chart plotter at
the helm.
Suggestion # 4 – See the video: Cold Water Boot Camp. Cold Water can incapacitate and kill a person. It is important to Practice
deploying the ladder on the swim platform and be able to do that quickly. Lake Ontario is a very cold and unforgiving lake.
Suggestion # 5 – Many Manuals were sighted aboard. A full set of Manuals for Machinery, Plumbing, Wiring and Electronics
and all other Equipment onboard should be assembled into a Manuals Library and carried aboard at all times. Most can be found
online in pdf format. If not already in place, a separate Maintenance Log Book could be created and used to record all Fueling,
Oiling, Battery Watering, and replacements of all serviceable and annually replaceable items. An Operations Log Book could
also be created and maintained with a record of all trips and voyages, including the spectacular, the enjoyable, the mundane and
the terrifying experiences of the Vessel and those aboard.
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2006 Regal 4660 Commodore - SERF2598H091 - Story Teller - License Number 25E15103

May 22, 2019 - File 312-052219
Stephen Scott, Marine Surveyor, Without Prejudice
2498 Wynten Way
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 7K8 - ssoysterbay@gmail.com - 416-200-8979

Signed on behalf of

Q. C. Marine Surveyors

Surveyor's signature
This survey consists only of a visual examination of the external surfaces of the hull structures and neither includes, nor implies, any certification that the
materials and construction methods utilized meet any known standards. The survey is intended only to locate any defects as may be apparent at the time of
attendance by visual inspection only. The Surveyor cannot predict how the vessel will perform over time and it is the builder's responsibility to warrant the
fitness of the product for its intended service and the Surveyor does not assume any portion of that warranty. This report is issued strictly without prejudice
subject to the condition of the vessel being ascertained from a general examination on shore, without making removals, opening parts normally concealed,
testing for tightness or trying out machinery. The foregoing statements are the personal opinions and observations of the undersigned Surveyor and are for the
consideration of the party or person retaining the Surveyor, with no guarantees implied or given by the Surveyor, or his Employer, to any person or persons
who might use, or purport to use, the content of this document or the opinions expressed herein. No right of action against the Surveyor, or his Employer, for
negligence, breach of contract, or otherwise, accrues to anyone other than the person or party retaining the Surveyor and is both restricted and limited to the
cost of the survey herein provided. Standards used are the most current editions and may not have been in place when this vessel was manufactured. ABYC
standards are voluntary but generally accepted throughout the pleasure craft industry and courts as "The Standard". Transport Canada "Construction Standards
for Small Vessels, TP1332" are mandatory to the date of manufacture and state that "existing pleasure craft shall comply with this standard insofar as it is
reasonable possible to do so". TP1332 frequently refers to and is in the constant process of being harmonized with ABYC Standards. Compliance with "Collision
Regulations" is mandatory. NFPA 302 is a voluntary standard. Standards quoted may have been paraphrased in the interest of brevity. A 100% accurate survey
to the aforementioned standards would require the complete disassembly of the vessel and is not within the scope of this survey.
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